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APPENDIX 

Strategies of Request Tabulation 

No Strategies Excerpts 

1.  Hints 

I couldn't laugh because I was confused by the audio and 

subtitles anyway, CHANYEOL U DID WELL! I WAIT FOR 

YOUR SOLO ALBUM! (RSH) 

Baekhyun freaking out in falsetto I can hardly keep up with 

the subs because they are out of control but I love it! I’ve 

waited for 2 years for ot8 .... I would've loved Yixing to also 

be there but it is what it is. I can't wait for their comeback. 

it's going to be BIG!!! KAI always the jump 

starter...Congratulations, Jongin! Rover era is a blast. (RSH) 

I believe this would be way funnier if they have no script, I 

appreciate Yeollie for making random funny comments and 

so yah, turn on your active button when you are with EXO, 

please, we want to see hyper Soo with EXO too. (RSH) 

Been a long time to see them in one frame can't wait to see 

you guys being together as 9 again. (RSH) 

Happy to see them gathering here. Can't wait for their 

comeback as a team! (RSH) 

Baekhyun and Kyungsoo are so focus they barely say 

anything ♡ And Chanyeol being Chanyeol, sweetly saying 

that only Jongin can pull this song off. I love how supportive 

they are towards each other ^3' Can't wait for them to do the 

ROVER Challenge ♡ (RSH) 

the caption:( (RSH) 

Love seeing all the guys back to support Kai! The song is a 

bop and can't wait to see them do the rover dance challenge! 

Really love how they all enjoyed it. Especially Xiumin 

jamming and shouting so cute! Loved seeing the support! 

(RSH) 
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I love how they were focused. They are so supportive. Can’t 

wait to see all of them doing the challenge. Love seeing 

them together. MY baby EXO-L heart is so happy. (RSH) 

2.  Ability/Willingness 

Hhhhhhhhhh can anyone agree that this group of guys is 

really what homies mean! They're just so real to exist as 

human beings and I really like their honesty! (RSA) 

Can we make this as an ongoing series, whenever the 

members have their own solo album? Please SM! (RSA) 

Can we have Kai dancing ballet, please? (RSA) 

3.  Suggestory Formulae 

Sehun-ah, it’s nice to see you eat… probably a full mukbang 

vlog next? I’m happy you were able to get some time to 

relax… (RSF) 

Lmao I love how Kai was over sarcastic to the "panel" the 

whole time. It would be nice to keep on making this kind of 

content for every member having their solo album. (RSF) 

4.  Wishes 

It's nice to watch Sehun as a normal person and not the Sehun 

we know as an idol. it's just relaxing and more like a therapy, 

I hope EXO would give us more contents like this in the 

future. (RSW) 

I love everything about this video. It is just Sehun in his 

purest form. Doing things naturally, not trying too hard it is 

just him being his genuine self. Looking forward for more. 

Thank you Sehun for showing us this side of yours. This is 

just so calming and healing to watch. I love you so much 

Sehun I hope you are happy and just stay true to yourself. 

Keep being your authentic self because we love you for being 

you! (RSW) 

I'm laughing soooo hard he's just talking without care about 

what he said he's soooo cuuuute I can't stop smiling and the 

question mark sir I'm cracking but I really love it and I hope 

you will do more videos cos we love it please take care of 

yourself and be happy Exo-l are always with you don't forget. 

(RSW) 
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I love all of them a lot. still, I wish I could have heard 

Jongdae talk a little more :(. (RSW) 

Watching EXO together is a blessing, I hope SM give them 

a great comeback and songs that can be on everyone's mind 

forever, like all the other iconic songs of EXO ♡. (RSW)  

Would be awesome if Kai actually got to be the ambassador 

of Range Rover because of this. If that's the case, Baekhyun 

is definitely asking his 50% for the idea. (RSW) 

I love seeing them together  hope they can have a comeback 

soon. (RSW) 

I agree with Chanyeol. I wish this was an EXO comeback 

song but I still like that it's Kai's. So happy see them together! 

(RSW) 

I can’t describe how much I am happy to see all guys 

together! My dear EXO! Long time no sees! And of course, 

I wish success to KAI’s 3rd solo album! He is a masterpiece! 

True ace! EXO! Let’s love! We are one! (RSW) 

Kai is my infinite inspiration. His artistry deserves to be 

celebrated all over the world. I'm forever thankful for that 

heaven sent coincidence which led me 10 years ago to this 

opportunity to know him. I'm so incredibly proud and happy 

for him. Please be always happy and healthy, my star. 

(RSW) 

I didn't want this to end. He's doing something that never seen 

before. How much my heart fills with respect and love when 

I see this. I'm so mesmerized and amazed by him. The world 

truly missing out on something so incredible is very sad. I 

hope he gets the due recognition and love he deserves! 

(RSW) 

I wish there's an extended version of the say you love me part 

I want more! (RSW) 

An absolute masterpiece part 2, I only wish he did this for 

peaches as well! (RSW) 
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I hope kai continues to produce a film for every comeback he 

does. you can see how much thought and effort is being put 

into these videos. kai does such an exceptional job at 

portraying his expressions and dance together too, he really 

steals the spotlight. I LOVE that each song has a different 

scene and storyline to fit the concept. Jongin, thank you for 

your hard work, it shines through everything you do. (RSW) 

My heart is heavy after watching this. I hope you'll be able 

to find a way out, be better, be happier, be more 

comfortable, and find the balance in your life. What I can 

only do is give you, my love. (RSW) 

Please do more content like this. I wish you all can do it in 

one frame together but still any thing's ok because I love 

every one of you, so stay healthy. (RSW) 

Kyungsoowaaaa and Chanyeolieeeee their so cute, I love this 

video so much, I missed all the boys and Yixing I wish he 

was there!!!! ♡ (RSW) 

Kyungsoo wanted the work done the soonest as possible. I 

wish it was EXO member who hit him. I am sure it is not just 

as that gentle. Thank you for the Valentine content. (RSW) 

Hope they do more challenges like these... these are funny 

asf lol! (RSW) 

I take me 10 time to see it all. So enjoyable. I honestly can’t 

with them sometimes. And also, so happy to see them happy 

together. I hope for 9 of them in one place. (RSW) 

I hope the management will resolve well. I just want my 

KING EXO to come back with full formation, well-deserved 

promotion, and of course a world tour! (RSW) 

It's been so long since they danced together, they even had to 

re-learn the choreo. Hopefully we'll get to see more of EXO's 

contents this year! (RSW) 

This really cures our longing for Exo, I hope Exo can come 

back as soon as possible! Love you all♡♡♡. (RSW) 
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Hope we get to see and OT9 comeback this year before Sehun 

and Kai enlist for Military Service. Hope this comeback has 

an intense 'Love Shot' like concept where we can Lay and 

Kai nail the choreography as the centers. (RSW) 

I hope they will always be happy and create extraordinary 

successes together. They deserve the best! (RSW) 

It’s so nice to see them all together like this! I hope this is 

just the start of them performing actively as a group again. 

EXO, I miss you so much! (RSW) 

I hope the management will resolve well. I just want my 

KING EXO to come back with full formation, well-deserved 

promotion, and of course a world tour! (RSW) 

It makes me want to cry when I see him working without 

sleeping, being in cold weather, being filled with thoughts of 

what might not come out well. But then, is just EXO's 

essence of keep working and improving when they are 

already the best. THANK YOU FOR ROVER, JONGINIE! 

THANK YOU FOR SHOWING US COMMITMENT, 

PATIENCE AND HARD WORK! You are my daily 

inspiration. I wish I were more like you! (RSW) 

He always works so hard I hope he’s able to get some well-

deserved rest after promotions! (RSW) 

You really worked so hard for Rover. You had a packed 

schedule in Japan and filming the MV after arriving is a 

testament of you work ethic. I hope more people would be 

aware of your talent because you deserve it. Thank you, Kai, 

for your hard work. (RSW) 

I hope one day I can sing with him. I’ve been thinking about 

that for so long. He’s my favorite artist. I love his expressions 

of his face. He is so amazing and gorgeous man. 

Congratulations! (RSW) 

5.  Need and Demand This is quite healing tho... I need more of these! (RSN) 
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Just be who you are Sehun, that’s what we need from you 

and nothing more! Don't feel pressure, do what you want 

and enjoy yourself, we will always support and love you. ♡ 

(RSN) 

SEHUN without filters and that's the way we, EXO-Ls, like 

it! More, more, more please! (RSN) 

Whoever came up with this idea is a genius. This was 

hilarious, please I need more chaotic EXO variety shows. 

(RSN) 

Seeing Chen smile and being a little loud again is a joy… 

now I just need Lay a part of something and that would be 

the best comeback a true return of Kings. (RSN) 

Ahhh, I needed this… thank you so much for always making 

me feel better on bad days. (RSN) 

I am drowning with my tears… this damn life is not fair at 

all; I need to talk with Kai and other members so much! 

(RSN) 

Okay now I need them to do evaluations for every single 

member. (RSN) 

It still feels so unreal to see all EXO members in one room, 

needed Lay to join them so bad! Love you guys so much. 

(RSN) 

I believe this would be way funnier if they have no script, I 

appreciate Yeollie for making random funny comments and 

so yah, turn on your active button when you are with EXO, 

please, we need to see hyper Soo with EXO too! (RSN) 

1:44 His laugh is melting me. I need a loop for this lol I'm so 

emotional rn. It feels surreal to see them together after a long 

time. Even just a content like this where I can see them 

together, sitting there, smiling and laughing, I am able to 

forget my problems for a while. After all these years, EXO is 

still my home--- no, EXO has always been my home. I love 

them so much! (RSN) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KjOSTbpJ1A&t=104s
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WE NEED MORE EXO CONTENT LIKE THIS!!!!!! 

ALL OF THEM!!! (RSN) 

HAHAHA this is cuteeeee They need to do it to all their solo 

albums moving forwarddddd. Gossssh! Loveee ittt! (RSN) 

I'm here, again and again... We need pt.2 urgently! (RSN) 

THEY ARE SO PRECIOUS AND CUTE. I NEED MORE! 

TT (RSN) 

Please, more EXO!!! I need Sehun solo!!!! When EXO 

COMES BACK!!?? PLZ!!!!! (RSN) 

I always want more of and from KAI. sometimes I get so sad 

Kai had a late solo debut because I can't get enough of his 

work, I keep needing more than this! and I know an artist 

like Kai will take all the time in the world to deliver 

immaculate art. But I'm also happy I got to witness him as a 

soloist since day one and I will be here, enjoying, 

appreciating and waiting for a very long time. (RSN) 

I need an EXO channel where they all analyses K-pop MV 

and make commentary like they all did for Kai <3. (RSN) 

Bro n sis we need BOMBA stage live ASAP! (RSN) 

Finally watched this... Speechless. Think I need a minute to 

recover! (RSN) 

I always need more of and from KAI. sometimes I get so sad 

Kai had a late solo debut because I can't get enough of his 

work, I keep wanting more and I know an artist like Kai will 

take all the time in the world to deliver immaculate art. But 

I'm also happy I got to witness him as a soloist since day one 

and I will be here, enjoying, appreciating and waiting for a 

very long time. (RSN) 

I need to see Bomba full dance. It's so cool! (RSN) 

I need D.O. to be with the members he was the only one 

alone… hope every member is happy and healthy…miss 

LAY ... (RSN) 

We need more of these random contents from EXO! (RSN) 
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This is sooo funny, I can't stop myself from laughing... Thank 

you EXO and we need more videos like this! (RSN) 

WE NEED MORE OF EXO AND THESE KIND OF 

CONTENTS WHERE WE CAN SEE THEM PLAYING 

HAPPILY! (RSN) 

They all seem to be enjoying this. It's so nice to see them 

having fun. We need more TikTok contents. Thank you for 

the content, Exo and staffs. Have a great day. (RSN) 

I hope the management will resolve well. I just need my 

KING EXO to come back with full formation, well-deserved 

promotion, and of course a world tour! (RSN) 

So glad to see them. Kai and Sehun have to go next. I hope 

they go to the military together so we can get this over with. 

I need the whole group back ASAP. (RSN) 

EXO is back to save the company from downfall. Also 

PLEASE GIVE A FULL VIDEO OF THEM REHEARSING 

FIRST SNOW!! We need to hear their vocals  

We need full love shot dance practice to relay on it! we love 

you guys!!! You're the best! 

15 mins video is really not enough for me I really need more 

of this! Exo why do I love Them a lot? I don't know but I 

know without Them my life would not be this enjoying and 

this meaningful! (RSN) 

6.  
Statement of 

Obligations 

After watching this masterpiece What I thought is I have to 

work harder more than now. EXO-L, we have to give them 

best comeback support. Fighting! Saranghaja (RSO) 

It makes me want to cry when I see him working without 

sleeping, being in cold weather, being filled with thoughts of 

what might not come out well. But then, is just EXO's 

essence of keep working and improving when they are 

already the best. THANK YOU FOR ROVER, JONGINIE! 

THANK YOU FOR SHOWING US COMMITMENT, 
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PATIENCE AND HARD WORK! You are my daily 

inspiration. I wish I were more like you! (RSO) 

7.  

Performatives 

I would have loved to see Chen more screen time... give him 

his place, don't leave him off camera. they are all part of 

EXO. thanks for all being together again with Kai. (RSV) 

8.  Imperatives 

Loved this. More EXO teasing each other please. Every 

member should do this for their solo. (RSI) 

Sehunna…Please make more videos… (RSI) 

Sehunah~~ please do not let other people make you feel bad. 

We will wait for you always<3. (RSI) 

Please make more fun content of EXO! We really miss their 

chaotic and laugh. (RSI) 

I really love their friendship! I missed this. Please give us 

more of these contents from EXO! we love to see that and 

D.O HAHAHAHAH I just can't he's so funny even if he's not 

talking. (RSI)  

I had tears in my eyes from laughing. Exo is having so much 

fun together I love it so much. I had so much fun. Please let's 

keep streaming for Rover. (RSI) 

I watched it 4 times already and laughed each time. Now 

please release 2nd part! (RSI) 

Okay Sehun, if you are reading this comment. First of all, this 

content is very random, as you said in your vlog too. I loved 

the randomness, the spontaneous you are the best kind of 

you. And then you did something you wanted to do for 

yourself, you ate what you liked, you visited places you 

wanted. All seemed so great because you did them for you. 

All those actions screamed how much "Sehun" was in them. 

Please keep this up! We love to see more of "you" in your 

content. I will wait for the next episode of this. Lot of love. 

(RSI) 

Please make it series lmao they're so funny! (RSI) 
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Please, more EXO!!! I want Sehun solo!!!! When EXO 

COMES BACK!!?? PLZ!!!!! (RSI) 

I cannot believe my eyes. All the 8 members in one frame 

again. I’m crying to see them. Thank you, Kai for collecting 

them around. Love you EXO. Please give EXO more love 

and support. (RSI) 

Long time no see guys. We're are looking forward to see you 

more so please do that often!” (RSI) 

Please do more content like this. I wish you all can do it in 

one frame together but still any thing's ok because I love 

every one of you, so stay healthy. (RSI) 

EXO World Tour please! I just want to see them sing and 

perform on stage live and in-person :(. (RSI) 

This is like watching them learn the choreo for the first time 

lmao a group of unserious men please I missed seeing them 

together so much, I shouldn't be this emotional watching a 

dance practice video. (RSI) 

I didn't lie guys! But you are the best ever!!! You are always 

the best, no matter how many years pass and how old you 

are, you will still be the best! I love you guys! K-pop is safe 

and protected if you are present!! Please be always with us 

to feel safe! Finally, I love you very much. You are assured 

that we are with you no matter what happens. “The Exols did 

not leave you no matter what happened”. EXO, thank you for 

not letting us down, "Your Promise to Return". (RSI) 

Their fight is so much fun to watch keep it coming please 

Also PLEASE GIVE A FULL VIDEO OF THEM 

REHEARSING FIRST SNOW!! We need to hear their vocals. 

(RSI) 

 

Functions of Request Tabulation 

No Functions of Requests Excerpts 
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1.  

To obtain goods and 

services 

This is quite healing tho... I need more of these! 

(RFS) 

Sehun, this is seriously awesome! Please continue 

this<3. (RFS) 

Sehunah~~ please do not let other people make you 

feel bad. We will wait for you always<3. (RFS) 

I'm laughing soooo hard he's just talking without care 

about what he said he's soooo cuuuute I can't stop 

smiling and the question mark sir I'm cracking but I 

really love it and I hope you will do more videos cos 

we love it please take care of yourself and be happy 

Exo-l are always with you don't forget. (RFS) 

Seeing Chen smile and being a little loud again is a 

joy… now I just need Lay a part of something and 

that would be the best comeback a true return of 

Kings. (RFS) 

Okay now I want them to do evaluations for every 

single member. (RFS) 

I believe this would be way funnier if they have no 

script, I appreciate Yeollie for making random funny 

comments and so yah, turn on your active button 

when you are with EXO, please, we want to see 

hyper Soo with EXO too. (RFS) 

WE NEED MORE EXO CONTENT LIKE 

THIS!!!!!! ALL OF THEM!!! (RFS) 

HAHAHA this is cuteeeee They need to do it to all 

their solo albums moving forwarddddd. Gossssh! 

Loveee ittt! (RFS) 

THEY ARE SO PRECIOUS AND CUTE. I NEED 

MORE. TT (RFS) 

Lmao I love how Kai was over sarcastic to the 

"panel" the whole time. It would be nice to keep on 
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making this kind of content for every member 

having their solo album. (RFS) 

Please, more EXO!!! I need Sehun solo!!!! When 

EXO COMES BACK!!?? PLZ!!!!! (RFS) 

I agree with Chanyeol. I wish this was an EXO 

comeback song but I still like that it's Kai's. So happy 

see them together. (RFS) 

I can’t describe how much I am happy to see all guys 

together! My dear EXO! Long time no sees! And of 

course, I wish success to KAI’s 3rd solo album! He is 

a masterpiece! True ace! EXO! Let’s love! We are 

one! (RFS) 

I need an EXO channel where they all analyses K-

pop MV and make commentary like they all did for 

Kai <3. (RFS) 

I would love to see all EXO members do the 

challenge! (RFS) 

Bro n sis we need BOMBA stage live ASAP! (RFS) 

Finally watched this... Speechless. Think I need a 

minute to recover! (RFS) 

I need to see Bomba full dance. It's so cool. (RFS) 

I wish there's an extended version of the say you love 

me part I want more! (RFS) 

An absolute masterpiece part 2, I only wish he did 

this for peaches as well (RFS) 

My heart is heavy after watching this. I hope you'll 

be able to find a way out, be better, be happier, be 

more comfortable, and find the balance in your life. 

What I can only do is give you, my love. (RFS) 

Please do more content like this. I wish you all can 

do it in one frame together but still any thing's ok 

because I love every one of you, so stay healthy. 

(RFS) 
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I need D.O. to be with the members he was the only 

one alone… hope every member is happy and 

healthy…miss LAY ... (RFS) 

We need more of these random contents from EXO! 

(RFS) 

WE NEED MORE OF EXO AND THESE KIND OF 

CONTENTS WHERE WE CAN SEE THEM 

PLAYING HAPPILY. (RFS) 

EXO World Tour please! I just need to see them sing 

and perform on stage live and in-person :(. (RFS) 

Their fight is so much fun to watch keep it coming 

please 

Also PLEASE GIVE A FULL VIDEO OF THEM 

REHEARSING FIRST SNOW!! We need to hear 

their vocals! (RFS) 

I hope the management will resolve well. I just need 

my KING EXO to come back with full formation, 

well-deserved promotion, and of course a world 

tour! (RFS) 

I hope they will always be happy and create 

extraordinary successes together They deserve the 

best. (RFS) 

15 mins video is really not enough for me I really 

want more of it. Exo why do I love Them a lot? I 

don't know but I know without Them my life would 

not be this enjoying and this meaningful. (RFS) 

2.  

To obtain assistance or 

cooperation 

SEHUN without filters and that's the way we, EXO-

Ls, like it! More, more, more please! (RFA) 

Loved this. More EXO teasing each other please. 

Every member should do this for their solo. (RFA) 
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I love all of them a lot. still, I wish I could have 

heard Jongdae talk a little more :(. (RFA) 

Please make more fun content of EXO! We really 

miss their chaotic and laugh. (RFA) 

Watching EXO together is a blessing, I hope SM 

give them a great comeback and songs that can be 

on everyone's mind forever, like all the other iconic 

songs of EXO ♡. (RFA) 

I really love their friendship! I missed this. Please 

give us more of these contents from EXO! we love to 

see that and D.O HAHAHAHAH I just can't he's so 

funny even if he's not talking. (RFA)  

I watched it 4 times already and laughed each time. 

Now please release 2nd part! (RFA) 

Please make it series lmao they're so funny! (RFA) 

I'm here, again and again... We need pt.2 urgently! 

(RFA) 

I believe this would be way funnier if they have no 

script, I appreciate Yeollie for making random funny 

comments and so yah, turn on your active button 

when you are with EXO, please, we need to see 

hyper Soo with EXO too! (RFA) 

Please, more EXO!!! I need Sehun solo!!!! When 

EXO COMES BACK!!?? PLZ!!!!! (RFA) 
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I cannot believe my eyes. All the 8 members in one 

frame again. I’m crying to see them. Thank you, Kai 

for collecting them around. Love you EXO. Please 

give EXO more love and support. (RFA) 

Long time no see guys. We're are looking forward to 

see you more so please do that often! (RFA) 

Hope they do more challenges like these... these are 

funny asf lol! (RFA) 

I take me 10 time to see it all. So enjoyable. I 

honestly can’t with them sometimes. And also, so 

happy to see them happy together. I hope for 9 of 

them in one place. (RFA) 

It's been so long since they danced together, they 

even had to re-learn the choreo. Hopefully we'll get 

to see more of EXO's contents this year! (RFA) 

this really cures our longing for Exo, I hope Exo can 

come back as soon as possible! Love you all♡♡♡. 

(RFA) 

Hope we get to see and OT9 comeback this year 

before Sehun and Kai enlist for Military Service. 

Hope this comeback has an intense 'Love Shot' like 

concept where we can Lay and Kai nail the 

choreography as the centers. (RFA) 

It’s so nice to see them all together like this! I hope 

this is just the start of them performing actively as a 

group again. EXO, I miss you so much! (RFA) 

EXO is back to save the company from downfall. 

Also PLEASE GIVE A FULL VIDEO OF THEM 

REHEARSING FIRST SNOW!! We need to hear their 

vocals! (RFA) 
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I hope the management will resolve well. I just need 

my KING EXO to come back with full formation, 

well-deserved promotion, and of course a world tour. 

(RFA) 

He always works so hard I hope he’s able to get some 

well-deserved rest after promotions! (RFA) 

I hope one day I can sing with him. I’ve been 

thinking about that for so long. He’s my favorite 

artist. I love his expressions of his face. He is so 

amazing and gorgeous man. Congratulations! (RFA) 

3.  To express gratitude 

Sehun-ah, it’s nice to see you eat… probably a full 

mukbang vlog next? I’m happy you were able to get 

some time to relax… (RFG) 

I love everything about this video. It is just Sehun in 

his purest form. Doing things naturally, not trying too 

hard it is just him being his genuine self. Looking 

forward for more. Thank you Sehun for showing us 

this side of yours. This is just so calming and healing 

to watch. I love you so much Sehun I hope you are 

happy and just stay true to yourself. Keep being your 

authentic self because we love you for being you! 

(RFG) 

Okay Sehun, if you are reading this comment. First 

of all, this content is very random, as you said in 

your vlog too. I loved the randomness, the 

spontaneous you are the best kind of you. And then 

you did something you wanted to do for yourself, 

you ate what you liked, you visited places you 

wanted. All seemed so great because you did them 

for you. All those actions screamed how much 

"Sehun" was in them. Please keep this up. We love to 
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see more of "you" in your content. I will wait for 

the next episode of this. Lot of love. (RFG) 

Whoever came up with this idea is a genius. This was 

hilarious, please I need more chaotic EXO variety 

shows. (RFG) 

I couldn't laugh because I was confused by the audio 

and subtitles anyway, CHANYEOL U DID WELL! I 

WAIT FOR YOUR SOLO ALBUM! (RFG) 

Baekhyun freaking out in falsetto I can hardly keep 

up with the subs because they are out of control but I 

love it! I’ve waited for 2 years for ot8 .... I would've 

loved Yixing to also be there but it is what it is. I 

can't wait for their comeback. it's going to be BIG!!! 

KAI always the jump starter...Congratulations, 

Jongin! Rover era is a blast. (RFG) 

I would have loved to see Chen more screen time... 

give him his place, don't leave him off camera. they 

are all part of EXO. thanks for all being together 

again with Kai. (RGF) 

Would be awesome if Kai actually got to be the 

ambassador of Range Rover because of this. If that's 

the case, Baekhyun is definitely asking his 50% for 

the idea. (RFG) 

Ahhh, I needed this… thank you so much for always 

making me feel better on bad days. (RFG) 

I am drowning with my tears… this damn life is not 

fair at all; I want to talk with Kai and other members 

so much. (RFG) 

It still feels so unreal to see all EXO members in one 

room, want Lay to join them so bad Love you guys so 

much! (RFG) 
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I had tears in my eyes from laughing. Exo is having 

so much fun together I love it so much. I had so 

much fun. Please let's keep streaming for Rover. 

(RFG) 

I love seeing them together  hope they can have a 

comeback soon. (RFG) 

1:44 His laugh is melting me. I need a loop for this 

lol I'm so emotional rn. It feels surreal to see them 

together after a long time. Even just a content like 

this where I can see them together, sitting there, 

smiling and laughing, I am able to forget my 

problems for a while. After all these years, EXO is 

still my home--- no, EXO has always been my home. 

I love them so much. (RFG) 

Uwaaa, you know?? I need to watch more than five 

times! Because it has been a while since I have to 

scan the entire scene to see each of the member faces 

and expressions. Really, I am still adjusting myself to 

see the whole scene is packed with my dear EXO 

members. I am so happy and confuse at the same 

time, hahaha. But I am so glad because I can feel 

these feelings again since a long time KAI, ROVER, 

EXO, FIGHTING!!! (RFG) 

Been a long time to see them in one frame can't wait 

to see you guys being together as 9 again. (RFG) 

Happy to see them gathering here. Can't wait for 

their comeback as a team! (RFG) 

Baekhyun and Kyungsoo are so focus they barely say 

anything ♡ And Chanyeol being Chanyeol, sweetly 

saying that only Jongin can pull this song off. I love 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KjOSTbpJ1A&t=104s
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how supportive they are towards each other ^3' 

Can't wait for them to do the ROVER Challenge ♡ 

(RFG) 

Love seeing all the guys back to support Kai! The 

song is a bop and can't wait to see them do the rover 

dance challenge! Really love how they all enjoyed it. 

Especially Xiumin jamming and shouting so cute! 

Loved seeing the support! (RFG) 

So Happy to see you together. It's been a decade yet 

our love for these angels never changes. So sorry 

for our baby EXO-Ls, we just can't keep ourselves to 

be emotional specially when they are all in one 

frame. We Are One, Let's Love! (RFG) 

I love how they were focused. They are so 

supportive. Can’t wait to see all of them doing the 

challenge. Love seeing them together. MY baby 

EXO-L heart is so happy. (RFG) 

Kai is my infinite inspiration. His artistry deserves to 

be celebrated all over the world. I'm forever thankful 

for that heaven sent coincidence which led me 10 

years ago to this opportunity to know him. I'm so 

incredibly proud and happy for him. Please be 

always happy and healthy, my star. (RFG) 

I always want more of and from KAI. sometimes I 

get so sad Kai had a late solo debut because I can't 

get enough of his work, I keep wanting more and I 

know an artist like Kai will take all the time in the 

world to deliver immaculate art. But I'm also happy 

I got to witness him as a soloist since day one and I 

will be here, enjoying, appreciating and waiting for 

a very long time. (RFG) 
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I hope kai continues to produce a film for every 

comeback he does. you can see how much thought 

and effort is being put into these videos. kai does 

such an exceptional job at portraying his expressions 

and dance together too, he really steals the spotlight. 

I LOVE that each song has a different scene and 

storyline to fit the concept. Jongin, thank you for 

your hard work, it shines through everything you do! 

(RFG) 

You could tell the staff was nervous hitting 

Kyungsoo we are being blessed with all this EXO 

content! (RFG) 

Kyungsoowaaaa and Chanyeolieeeee their so cute, I 

love this video so much, I missed all the boys and 

Yixing I wish he was there!!!! ♡ (RFG) 

Kyungsoo wanted the work done the soonest as 

possible. I wish it was EXO member who hit him. I 

am sure it is not just as that gentle. Thank you for the 

Valentine content! (RFG) 

This is sooo funny, I can't stop myself from 

laughing... Thank you EXO and we want more 

videos like this (RFG) 

They all seem to be enjoying this. It's so nice to see 

them having fun. We need more TikTok contents. 

Thank you for the content, Exo and staffs. Have a 

great day. (RFG) 

This is like watching them learn the choreo for the 

first time lmao a group of unserious men please I 

missed seeing them together so much, I shouldn't 

be this emotional watching a dance practice video. 

(RFG) 
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I didn't lie guys! But you are the best ever!!! You are 

always the best, no matter how many years pass and 

how old you are, you will still be the best! I love you 

guys! K-pop is safe and protected if you are present!! 

Please be always with us to feel safe! Finally, I love 

you very much. You are assured that we are with you 

no matter what happens. “The Exols did not leave 

you no matter what happened”. EXO, thank you for 

not letting us down, "Your Promise to Return". 

(RFG) 

EXO is back to save the company from downfall. 

(RFG) 

So glad to see them. Kai and Sehun have to go next. 

I hope they go to the military together so we can get 

this over with. I need the whole group back ASAP. 

(RFG) 

We need full love shot dance practice to relay on it! 

we love you guys!!! You're the best! (RFG) 

After watching this masterpiece What I thought is I 

have to work harder more than now. EXO-L We have 

to give them best comeback support. Fighting! 

Saranghaja! (RFG) 

It makes me want to cry when I see him working 

without sleeping, being in cold weather, being filled 

with thoughts of what might not come out well. But 

then, is just EXO's essence of keep working and 

improving when they are already the best. THANK 

YOU FOR ROVER, JONGINIE! THANK YOU 

FOR SHOWING US COMMITMENT, PATIENCE 

AND HARD WORK! You are my daily inspiration. I 

wish I were more like you! (RFG) 
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You really worked so hard for Rover. You had a 

packed schedule in Japan and filming the MV after 

arriving is a testament of you work ethic. I hope 

more people would be aware of your talent because 

you deserve it. Thank you, Kai, for your hard work. 

(RFG) 

4.  To express solidarity or 

camaraderie 

Hhhhhhhhhh can anyone agree that this group of 

guys is really what homies mean! They're just so real 

to exist as human beings and I really like their 

honesty! (RFC) 

 

 

 


